The mouse deafness locus (dn) is associated with an inversion on chromosome 19
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Abstract

Recombination data for the mouse deafness locus (dn) on chromosome 19 are consistent with the presence of an inversion for which one of the breakpoints is between D19Mit14 and D19Mit96, a distance of less than 226 kb. Fluorescence in situ hybridization studies using a bacterial artificial chromosome on interphase (G1) nuclei provide additional support for the presence of an inversion. The dn gene is probably the orthologue of the human DFNB7/DFNB11 gene on chromosome 9. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The deafness (dn/dn) mouse has profound sensorineural hearing impairment with early degeneration of the organ of Corti, stria vascularis, and occasionally the saccular macula. Deol and Kocher [1] described it as an autosomal recessive mutant of the curly-tail stock, and they found no other associated phenotypic anomalies. Hair cells of the organ of Corti show abnormal development and degeneration by 15 days after birth [2,3], and Webster [4] demonstrated that by 45 days after birth all cell types in the organ of Corti have degenerated completely. Interestingly, he found evidence of regeneration of support cells but not hair cells in the apical turn between 45 and 90 days after birth. Physiological studies show that deafness (dn/dn) mice do not produce an auditory brainstem response (ABR) [5] and they have no spontaneous activity of cochlear origin [6]. Keats et al. [7] mapped the dn locus to mouse chromosome 19 by analysis of 230 intersubspecific backcross progeny from the mating (Mus musculus molossinus×dn/dn)F1×dn/dn (designated as the MOLF cross). Each offspring was genotyped for 66 microsatellite
markers spanning the mouse genome and no recombinants were found between the \( dn \) locus and the marker \( D19Mit14 \). This region of mouse chromosome 19 is homologous to human chromosome 9q13-q21, and two loci for autosomal recessive non-syndromic hearing loss, \( DFN7 \) and \( DFN11 \), have been mapped to this region [8,9]. Thus, the \( dn \) gene is likely to be the mouse orthologue of one of these human genes. In this paper, we demonstrate that the \( dn \) locus is associated with an inversion on mouse chromosome 19 based on (1) additional linkage data and (2) fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) of interphase nuclei using a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) spanning one of the breakpoints.

The 230 backcross offspring produced from the \( MOLF \) cross [7] were genotyped for 11 DNA markers (\( D19Mit128, D19Mit129, D19Mit41, D19Mit110, D19Mit16, D19Mit23, D19Mit60, D19Mit14, D19Mit96, D19Mit111, D19Mit45 \)) that are closely linked to \( D19Mit14 \). Primers for these dinucleotide repeat polymorphisms were obtained from Research Genetics, and the protocol for genotyping was described previously [7]. A second set of markers spanning the mouse genome and no recombinants were found between the \( dn \) locus and the markers \( D19Mit41, D19Mit110, D19Mit16, D19Mit23, D19Mit60, D19Mit14 \) for the sets of offspring from either the \( MOLF \) or the CT crosses (\( D19Mit23 \) and \( D19Mit60 \) were not informative for the CT cross). Among the 230 \( MOLF \) backcross progeny, three recombination events were observed between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit128, D19Mit129 \), and two between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit96, D19Mit111 \). (Two recombination events between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit41 \) previously reported [7] were found to be genotyping errors when all samples were reanalyzed.) Similarly, for the progeny from the CT cross, one recombinant out of 124 progeny was found between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit128, D19Mit129 \), and two between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit96, D19Mit111 \). (Two recombination events between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit41 \) previously reported [7] were found to be genotyping errors when all samples were reanalyzed.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chromosome 19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-110,16,23,60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-14,96,111,45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-128,129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Linkage maps constructed from the progeny of the \( MOLF \) and \( CAST \) crosses. The map from the CT cross is identical to that from the \( MOLF \) cross for those markers that are informative. The arrow delineates the region that is inverted on the \( dn \) chromosome.

No recombinants were found between the \( dn \) locus and the marker \( D19Mit14, D19Mit110, D19Mit16 \) for the sets of offspring from either the \( MOLF \) or the CT crosses (\( D19Mit23 \) and \( D19Mit60 \) were not informative for the CT cross). Among the 230 \( MOLF \) backcross progeny, three recombination events were observed between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit128, D19Mit129 \), and two between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit96, D19Mit111 \). (Two recombination events between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit41 \) previously reported [7] were found to be genotyping errors when all samples were reanalyzed.) Similarly, for the progeny from the CT cross, one recombinant out of 124 progeny was found between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit128, D19Mit129 \), and two between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit96, D19Mit111 \). (Two recombination events between \( dn \) and \( D19Mit41 \) previously reported [7] were found to be genotyping errors when all samples were reanalyzed.)
from the crosses involving the \textit{dn/dn} mouse is consistent with the presence of an inversion, or similar rearrangement that suppresses recombination, on the \textit{dn} chromosome relative to the normal (\textit{+}) curly-tail chromosome as well as to the \textit{M. musculus molossinus} chromosome. An inversion would also explain the different allele sizes between the \textit{dn/dn} and \textit{+/+} curly-tail mice for markers in this interval, but not elsewhere in the genome.

Screening of the Whitehead mouse YAC library with markers from across the region identified a 460 kb YAC (91C10) that was positive for both \textit{D19Mit14} and \textit{D19Mit96}. This result demonstrates that \textit{D19Mit14} and \textit{D19Mit96} are probably within an interval of less than 460 kb and is consistent with the lack of recombination between these markers in the map from the \textit{CAST} cross [11]. Combining this result with the linkage data from the crosses involving \textit{dn/dn} suggested that one of the breakpoints of the inversion may be between \textit{D19Mit14} and \textit{D19Mit96}, and a minimal tiling path of BACs was constructed in this region.

Clones were isolated using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis from a total mouse genomic BAC library commercially available from Research Genetics using the methods described by DeAngelis et al. [14]. The libraries were screened with the three markers \textit{D19Mit14}, \textit{D19Mit96}, and \textit{D19Mit111} using the PCR conditions described in Keats et al. [7]. To identify possible overlaps, all BACs were amplified using inter B1 and B2 repetitive element PCR primers [15]. PCR products from combinations of B1 and B2 as well as only B1 and B2 amplifications were compared to identify similar fragments as an indicator of overlap. \textit{EcoRI} restriction digest patterns were also analyzed to help identify overlaps and they were confirmed by Southern blot analysis [16]. The BACs were digested with \textit{EcoRI}, electrophoresed, and transferred by capillary action onto HyBond N\textsuperscript{+} positively charged nylon membrane (Amersham). Hybridization was carried out in 0.5 M sodium phosphate, 7\% SDS, 0.001 M EDTA with 1 \mu g/ml of salmon sperm DNA and 0.25 \mu g/ml of mouse Cot-1 DNA (BRL) at 65\degree C overnight. The inter B1 and B2 combined repetitive element PCR products were radiolabeled with \textit{32P} by random priming using the rediprime DNA labeling system from Amersham and used to probe the blots. Washes were 20 min in 2\times SSC+0.1\% SDS at room temperature, 20 min in 2\times SSC+0.1\% SDS at 65\degree C, 20 min in 1\times SSC+0.1\% SDS at 65\degree C, and 10 min in 0.5\times SSC+0.1\% SDS at 65\degree C. Individual BAC clones were sized by digestion with the restriction enzyme \textit{NorI} and fractionation on 1\% agarose gels using a clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) mapper (BioRad) as previously described [14,17]. After confirmation of overlap by Southern blot analysis, a minimal BAC contig across the presumed breakpoint was established (Fig. 2). BACs 183G22 (160.5 kb) and 124J3 (93.6 kb) were both positive for \textit{D19Mit14} and they were shown to overlap by Southern blot analysis. Similarly, BAC 124J3 was confirmed to overlap with BAC 222M20 (132.0 kb) which is positive for \textit{D19Mit96}. Thus, the maximum distance between \textit{D19Mit14} and \textit{D19Mit96} is less than 226 kb. Finally, BAC 222B7 overlapped with both BAC 124J3 and BAC 236G18 which is positive for \textit{D19Mit111}. Thus, a minimal contig was constructed spanning the markers thought to flank one of the inversion breakpoints, and utilized for \textit{FISH} analysis.

Four of these BACs (183G22, 124J3, 222B7, 222M20) were labeled by nick translation with biotin-11-dUTP or digoxigenin-11-dUTP (Boehringer) using an Oncor nick translation kit. Labeled DNA was combined with mouse Cot-1 DNA in a 1:200 ratio and the probe/blocking DNA mixture was completely dried down and resuspended in 50\% formamide (in 2\times SSC). Chromosome spreads were prepared by standard procedures [18], and slides were aged at room temperature for 1–2 weeks before use. Following denaturation in 70\% formamide in 2\times SSC (pH 7.0) at 70\degree C, the slides were dehydrated in a graded ethanol series 70\%, 80\%, and 95\% at
−20°C for 2 min each and dried before hybridization. The hybridization mixture containing 300 ng of labeled probe in 30 μl was denatured at 70°C for 5 min and applied to the slides. The hybridization was performed overnight in a moist chamber at 37°C. The slides were washed in 2×SSC (pH 7.0) at 70°C for 5 min. The signal detection and amplification were done using fluorescein or rhodamine detection kits (Oncor). Biotin-labeled probes were detected with FITC and digoxigenin-labeled probes with rhodamine. Slides were counterstained with propidium iodide or DAPI and photographed with a Zeiss Axioskop.

Metaphase in situ hybridization with the four BACs showed a strong signal on chromosome 19 in both normal (+/+) and deaf (dn/dn) curly-tail mice. (BAC 124J3 is shown in Fig. 3.) Using metaphase chromosomes, individual probe signals can generally be resolved if they are at least a megabase apart. Because no signal differences were detected between metaphase spreads for +/+ and dn/dn mice, hybridization patterns were visualized on interphase nuclei, which are less condensed and have a resolution of 50–100 kb. Samples of interphase nuclei from +/+ and dn/dn curly-tail mice were examined and the numbers of cells with one, two, three, and four spots for BACs 124J3 and 222B7 are shown in Table 1. (Fig. 3 shows a cell with four spots for BAC 124J3.) Although the results are complicated because not every potential locus is detected in every cell and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAC 124J3</th>
<th>Number of spots per cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dn/dn</td>
<td>15 52 21 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+/+</td>
<td>48 40 10 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAC 222B7</th>
<th>Number of spots per cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dn/dn</td>
<td>23 42 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+/+</td>
<td>12 25 3 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Number of cells from dn/dn and +/+ curly-tail mice with one, two, three, and four spots after interphase FISH using biotin-labeled or digoxigenin-labeled BAC 124J3 and BAC 222B7 and detected with FITC or rhodamine, respectively.
also because a few S or G2 phase cells may have replicated, these results suggest that BAC 124J3 contains one of the inversion breakpoints. In +/+ mice, most of the nuclei had one or two spots, with only a small percentage having three or four spots. In contrast, a much greater percentage of the cells from dnl dn mice had three or four spots. A $\chi^2$ test for this 2×4 contingency table gave a value of 29.9 with 3 degrees of freedom which has a probability of less than 0.001. Thus, the differences in the number of cells with one, two, three, and four spots in the two types of mice are highly significant. On the other hand, for BAC 222B7 (and also 183G22 and 222M20) the majority of cells have one or two spots for both +/+ and dnl/dn mice, and the differences are not significant. These results provide additional support for the presence of a breakpoint in BAC 124J3.

The combination of linkage analyses and FISH studies provides convincing evidence for the presence of an inversion that is associated with a mutation at the dnl locus. The marker allele differences between the curly-tail + and dnl chromosomes in the vicinity of this inversion provided the necessary variation to test the hypothesis that the dnl chromosome is inverted relative to the + chromosome. The linkage results are consistent with this hypothesis because no recombination was observed over a 3–4 cM interval. The FISH results add support for the presence of an inversion, although we cannot rule out a rearrangement that is more complex than a simple inversion.

While the linkage and FISH results demonstrate the presence of an inversion junction within the BAC 124J3 region, they do not pinpoint the location of the dnl gene. An attractive hypothesis is that one of the breakpoints of the inversion caused the mutation; however, the dnl gene could be located anywhere within the inversion. The different marker alleles on the curly-tail + chromosome versus the dnl chromosome suggest that the dnl mutation arose before the curly-tail inbred stock was established. With many generations of inbreeding and forced selection to maintain both + and dnl alleles in the colony, the different alleles at markers within the inversion, and just outside it, would be maintained because of the lack of recombinant offspring. This unexpected variation allowed us to demonstrate that the inversion is not a characteristic of chromosome 19 in the curly-tail mouse relative to M. musculus molossinus.

The interval containing the dnl gene is homologous to the region of human chromosome 9 to which two non-syndromic hearing impairment loci (DFNB7 and DFNB11) have been mapped. Greinwald et al. [19] published a contig spanning this region and excluded two candidate genes. The possibility that one of these hearing impairment genes may be the human homologue of the mouse dnl gene will facilitate the refinement of the location and identification of the dnl gene on mouse chromosome 19.
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